Long-term Object Discrimination at Several Viewpoints Develops Neural Substrates of View-invariant Object Recognition in Inferotemporal Cortex.
Object recognition requires differentiation across different objects and generalization across views of the same object. We previously demonstrated that discrimination of object images at several views without any possibility of association was enough to achieve object recognition within a certain range of viewing angles and confirmed the response tolerance of monkey inferotemporal cells within a similar range of viewing angles. However, neither behavioral object recognition nor electrophysiological response tolerance was complete across views. In the present study, we extended such learning past performance saturation and recorded neuronal activity during the further learning period. When monkeys were trained to discriminate objects at several views, we found that they could discriminate the trained objects regardless of the eventual change in viewing angle, and confirmed a response tolerance at the population level over a large viewing angle range covering all the viewpoints experienced. At the cell population level, such overtraining leads to significantly higher neural response similarity for views of the same objects than for views of different objects regardless of the extent of viewing angle separation. These results suggest a possible method of view-invariant object recognition development.